
Will your generator work when it matters most?
Let us and Gen-Tracker watch it for you, so you won’t be left in the dark...

The Gen-Tracker generator monitoring system is a one-of-a-kind solution to ensure your home, cabin, or 
home office stand-by generator will work when you need it to.  Most generators will initially fault out and 
cease operation during the scheduled exercise and our system allows us to see that missed exercise or fault 
reading when it happens.  Allowing us to address the problem sooner, act faster, and fix the issue before 
you exerpience an outage and don’t have an 
operating generator when you need it most. 

The Gen-Tracker system gives you 
Peace-Of-Mind!

Gen-Tracker offers three ways to communicate 
with the Gen-Tracker data center; by cellular, by 
phone, or by internet.  (The cellular system is 
the most versatile, easy to install, and the only 
system to perform the remote starts from your 
website login.)  The data is then processed by 
the Gen-Tracker data center and available to 
you via the secure, password-protected website.  
Notifications of critical generator functions and 
specialty reports are also provided, by email 
and/or cell phone text messaging (standard text 
messaging rates apply).  No hidden fees, cellular 
contracts, or complicated setup.
 

Call to get your Gen-Tracker today!

The generator monitoring solution you’ve 
been looking for...  
The Gen-Tracker system was designed exclusively for 
monitoring generators.  This makes it more efficient and 
less expensive than other options.  The Gen-Tracker system 
provides you with, dependable, internet-based, affordable 
monitoring with remote starts, universal application, and 
most of all… The Gen-Tracker system gives you Peace-Of-
Mind!

Contact your local 
Authorized Gen-Tracker 

Dealer Today!
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Gen-Tracker now with more options...

GTU Series MBX Series
GTU-C
GTUG-C
GTU-P
GTU-E

GT-MBX-485
GT-MBX-232
GT-MBx12

The Gen-Tracker MBX Series is the latest addition of 

systems to our proven track record of simple, affordable 

and reliable generator monitoring devices making 

Generator Solutions the leader in universal monitoring 

for standby generators. The MBX Series is a cellular only 

communication device that installs at the generator, 

plugging into the Modbus 485/232 connection providing 

a wide range of generator information including major 

faults, alarms, warnings, and more.  A cheaper and 

easier solution; as long as cell service is available at the 

generator this unit will provide more detail on essential 

generator functions.

Our GTU Series most closely resembles the original 

Gen-Tracker systems created over 15 years ago, now 

with a smaller package and more capabilities.  Able to 

be installed at the ATS or Generator our most versatile 

solution, the GTU, is based on I/O signals utilizing our 

unique Voltage Sensors to determine presence of 

voltage on all sides of the ATS providing the ‘Results 

Readings’ Gen-Tracker is famous for. In addition, this 

system is able to monitor up to 8 customizable dry-

contact alarms, generator battery condition, and start 

contact activity and fuel level.  Add the GTX expansion 

board for Modbus connection and output relays 

for loaded run options.  GTU has 3 communication 

options, Cellular, Analog Phone, and Ethernet 

(internet) connection. 
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Over 30 years experience in the electrical and generator industries, Generator Solutions, Inc. continues to improve 

with a realistic approach to generator monitoring. We focus on providing the most important information on your 

generator set.  Our GTU Series is the tried-and-true solution you know and love providing the ‘constants’ provided 

by all generators. With an expanded focus on generator detail and operation we’ve added a new line of MBX devices 

that make direct digital connections to the generator controller providing any major faults and alarms the controller is 

capable of with the same look and display you’ve come to know and trust.
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